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Pressure dependence of the angular magnetoresistance of„TMTSF …2PF6
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An anomalous crossover has been reported in the background of angular magnetoresistance of~TMTSF!

2PF6 as pressure increases. When a magnetic field rotated in the plane perpendicular to thea-axis, the
background of the interlayer resistanceRzz was concave aroundc8-axis at low pressure but became convex
above 10 kbar. However, our extensive experiments revealed that only one form of background resistance
occurred in a sample regardless of pressure. The deceptive crossover may be attributed to the possible mixing
of intralayer resistivity component~s! to the interlayer resistivity component.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.033103 PACS number~s!: 72.15.Gd, 72.15.Eb, 74.70.Kn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive experimental and theoretical studies have b
made on the angular magnetoresistance oscillations in v
ous organic conductors with low-dimensional electro
structures. Several distinct resonance effects have bee
ported depending on the rotating plane of magnetic field
sample and on the sample dimensionality,1–4 and have given
deeper understanding of electron transport.

One of them, the Lebed resonance has been the most
ied in the series of Bechgaard salts where the resista
shows dips when the field is parallel to one of the latt
vectors in theb8c* plane.1,2,5 Although it was initially sug-
gested to be a commensurability effect between two m
netic lengths alongkb and kc , which is anticipated in the
longitudinal resistanceRxx ,6,7 the resonance is usually bett
resolved in the interlayer resistanceRzz.8 Several scenarios
have been suggested in terms of semiclassical Boltzm
transport theory,9,10 electron-electron interaction,11 hot12 or
cold spots10 on the Fermi surface, Fermi-liquid–non-Ferm
liquid ~FL-NFL! transition,13 etc.

Experimentally, an anomalous pressure dependence
been reported in the background ofRzz in ~TMTSF! 2PF6.
Considering only the background,Rzz at relatively low pres-
sure has a minimum aroundc* direction, increases as th
field moves toward6b8 direction, and develops a shar
minimum around the6b8 directions.14,15 ~We will call such
a behavior as type I.! On the other hand, at high pressur
angular magentoresistance has a (cos)a-like (1,a,2)
background superposed by resonance dips aroundc8
direction,15,16 much similar to that of the intraplane resi
tanceRxx . ~Type II behavior.! A crossover from type I to
type II has been reported to take place somewhere betw
6.0 and 8.3 kbar14,16 or between 8.5 and 9.2 kbar.15

Chashechkina and Chaikin suggested that the zero-
interlayer conductivity could be described as the sum of c
tribution from all hopping directions between neighbori
molecular chains which is independently killed by a perp
dicular field.15 This model is strongly supported by the o
servation of only odd-indexed Lebed resonance
(TMTSF)2ReO4.17 With an additional anomalous in-plan
contribution of the order oftb8 , the unnested bandwidth
which is destroyed by a field perpendicular to theb axis, they
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could not only successfully fit the angular dependence
fixed fields but also explain the crossover from type I to ty
II background magnetoresistance.15

However, the type II background ofRzz does hardly con-
ciliate any semiclassical theory,9,10,18while it is at the center
of the FL-NFL transition theory.13,19In the simplest form, the
Lorentz force is always zero for field parallel to a current a
maximum for field perpendicular to the current, which favo
the type I behavior forRzz. Such an effect can be ignore
only when the coherence in thec direction is wiped out.
Therefore, the crossover of background magnetoresista
signifies a drastic change of electron-transport mechan
even at a moderate pressure.

We performed a systematic study of angular depend
interlayer resistanceRzz under various pressures as well
magnetic fields to elucidate the mechanism of the crosso
Special attention has been paid to perform as many diffe
pressure experiments as possible with the same samp
order to exclude any ambiguity which might be caused
sample dependence. Up to three samples were measure
gether in the same pressure cell. The experimental resul
scribes that the sample dependence rather than the pre
dependence is more plausible for the observed crossove

II. EXPERIMENTS

Small pieces of samples were cut from high-quality sin
crystals. Dupont 4929N silver paste assured electric conn
tions between 20mm gold wires and samples. A miniatur
self-clamped pressure cell made of CuBe alloy has been u
through experiments with a pressure medium of 1:1 mixt
of Daphne 7373 oil and Kerosene oil.20 The lowest tempera-
ture of 1.5 K was realized in the pumped liquid helium ba
The electrical resistance was measured by the standard
probe method with lock-in amplifiers tuned at low frequenc
In order to avoid any ambiguity due to sample depende
and pressure uncertainty, three samples, one withRxx and
two with Rzz configurations, were put side by side in th
same pressure cell and measured simultaneously. Additi
verification was made with two more samples, one forRxx
and the other forRzz in another pressure cell. Four differen
pressure experiments were performed with the first se
samples, and three with the second set. Pressures at low
perature were calibrated independently using the super
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! Temperature depen
dence of resistance for the first three samples
der four different pressures.Rxx(T) decreases
monotonically with temperature whileRzz(T) is
characterized with a maximum at intermedia
temperature. Two graphs ofRzz(T) are contrasted
by the amount of resistance increase at ma
mum. Rmax/RRT51.02 and 1.30, respectively fo
~b! and~c! under 7.5 kbar. Although the curves a
6.7 kbar and at 7.5 kbar are quite similar, th
latter could be distinguished by the absence of
field-induced spin-density-waves until 8 T.
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ducting transition of pure tin. The pressure values through
this paper are those at low temperature. The pressure ap
at room temperature was higher by 1.5–2 kbar depending
pressure range.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of resist
of the first three samples, one forRxx and two forRzz. Mea-
surements were performed in the order of 11.3, 7.5, 6.7,
11.8 kbar.Rxx decreases monotonically with temperature
gardless of pressure whileRzz of the sample no. 3 develops
pronounced maximum at an intermediate temperature.
pressure increases, the amount of resistance increase le
and the temperature of maximum resistance (Tmax) shifts to-
ward higher temperature with a good agreement with
results in Refs. 21 and 22. Although resistances of bothRzz
samples rise with cooling, the ratios of resistance at ma
mum to that at room temperature are very much differ
from each other, by 1.02 and 1.30, respectively at 7.5 k
Electron motions along two conducting chains are incohe
aboveTmax and reduction of the interchain electron tunneli
along c axis is responsible for the resistance increase
cooling.22 Therefore, it is bizarre thatRzz of sample no. 2
shows only a little change with lowering temperature.

At 6.7 kbar, the lowest pressure studied, the resista
shows slight upturn at low temperature, which indicates t
the pressure is very close to the border between spin-de
wave and superconducting states. Superconducting trans
was not verified because the lowest temperature was 1.5
this study. However, the occurrence of the field-induc
spin-density wave states was checked at the pressure o
kbar. At other pressures, the threshold field for the fie
induced spin-density waves was higher than 8 T, the m
mum field of the current study.

Presented in Fig. 2 is angular magnetoresistance of
three samples measured with a field rotating in theb8c*
plane at four different pressure values. All the data except
first row were obtained at a fixed field of 8 T. At 6.7 kbar, t
pressure is slightly so low that a field-induced spin-dens
wave state is beginning to develop already at 8 T and
angular magnetoresistance under 6 T is presented ins
Difference of angular magnetoresistance among sample
obvious. While the type II background~superposed by Lebe
resonance dips! is dominant for the first two samples, resi
tance for the sample no. 3 is dominated by the type I ba
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ground. At this point, we need to remind that all the me
surements were carried out with the same set of samples
the broadest pressure range ever studied, yet there is no
sure induced crossover in the background ofRzz. Instead,
two characteristic backgrounds are independently obse
in two different samples for all over the pressure range;
sample no. 2 conserves the type II background whereas
sample no. 3 the type I background until 11.8 kbar. This i
clear contrast to the previous reports14–16 where a pressure
induced crossover from type I to type II background w
mentioned.

An additional experiment confirmed the above findin
Presented in Fig. 3 are cooling curves and angular mag
toresistance of two more samples, which were arrange
measureRxx ~sample no. 4! andRzz ~sample no. 5! simulta-
neously in another pressure cell. There was an interva

FIG. 2. Angular dependent magnetoresistance for three sam
in the same pressure cell under four different pressures. The s
set of samples was temperature cycled for all the four differ
pressure values with cooling curves displayed in Fig. 1. Notice
two Rzz samples show different backgrounds all over the press
range.
3-2
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more than a year between two experiments. Again,Rxx de-
creases monotonically with temperature whileRzz has a
maximum around 180 K. The height of resistance maxim
characterized byRmax/RRT is 1.27 at 7.9 kbar and decreas
to 1.18 at 9.5 kbar, very similarly to sample no. 3 of the fi
experiments. In Fig. 3~b!, resistances under three pressu
were presented either under 6 T or under 8 T due to the s
reason as in the first set of experiments. It is clearly e
denced that there is again no crossover from type I to typ
background forRzz between 6.8 and 9.5 kbar.

Now, it is necessary to explain the behavior of sample
2. First, although its electrical wires were arranged to m
sureRzz, the angular magnetoresistance background is a
to that of Rxx . We also notice that the temperature depe
dence ofRzz of sample no. 2 lies between that ofRxx ~sample
no. 1! and that ofRzz ~sample no. 3!. Increase of resistanc
down toTmax is merely 2% even at the lowest pressure of 6
kbar. Finally, overall resistance of sample no. 2 in vario
experiments is about one-tenth of that of sample no. 3, a
in betweenRxx and Rzz while all the samples studied her

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Data for two additional samples studie
independently.~a! Temperature dependence of resistance. They
respond very well with the characteristics of sample no. 1 a
sample no. 3, respectively. ForRzz, Rmax/RRT51.27 and 1.18 at 7.9
and 9.5 kbar respectively.~b! Angular dependent magnetoresi
tance. There is no crossover inRzz between 6.8 and 9.5 kbar, con
firming the result of Fig. 2. The cartoon in the lower left box e
plains the symbols used in this paper.
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have the similar size. So, resistance of the sample no.
suspected to measure a kind of mixture ofRxx and Rzz. In
fact, we examined the cross section of the sample no. 2
slicing it little by little with a sharp razor blade and foun
that there was a small cavity hidden inside. In such a ca
the current path is hardly well defined andRzz is inevitably
contaminated withRxx . Another possibility is that the crysta
is internally twinned. As the current always flows along t
lowest possible resistance path, it is natural that bothRzz(T)
andRzz(H) of this sample show similar behaviors to those
Rxx . Calculating szz(H,u) from semiclassical Boltzmann
equation within the single-relaxation-time approximation,
is anticipated thatrzz(H,u)}rzz

0 @11(vct)2sin2u# where u
is the angle of magnetic field with thec* axis and vc
5eHvFc/h is the frequency with which an electron travers
the Brillouin zone along thec axis in a magnetic field. This
equation is the simplified form of Eq.~11! of Ref. 9 by
putting tb /ta;0. It supports also the type I background f
Rzz(u), giving a simple and clean explanation.

We do not know if the data presented in Refs. 16 and
or Ref. 15 are obtained from the same sample or from sev
different samples. It is also too premature to say that t
different backgrounds result only from the crystal imperfe
tions. However, after failing to find any pressure-induc
crossover of angular magnetoresistance behavior in spit
extensive search, we may exclude the possibility of type
type II crossover ofRzz when the external pressure increas
Absence of crossover was also verified in another compou
(TMTSF)2ReO4. Although some of theRzz configured
samples showed anRxx-like behavior, pressure-induce
crossover has never been observed in any samples.23

Now, it is evident that the type I background of angul
magnetoresistance is intrinsic to the interlayer resistanceRzz
even in (TMTSF)2PF6. As a result, many of the earlie
analysis based on the observation of the type II backgro
in (TMTSF)2PF6 and its crossover needs to b
revisited.13,15,19

IV. CONCLUSION

A careful study showed that the long-time mysterio
pressure-induced crossover of angular magnetoresist
background of (TMTSF)2PF6 could not be reproduced if the
same sample is temperature cycled at several different p
sures. More probable is that the type II angular magneto
sistance is a characteristic ofRxx while the type I is that of
Rzz. The type I nature ofRzz does not change with pressu
contrary to the previous reports. Sometimes,Rzz showing
Rxx-like behavior has been reported to occur, but it is mo
probable that there is some defect which modifies curr
path so that intraplane component is mixed to the interla
transport. As it becomes evident that only the type I ba
ground is intrinsic property ofRzz, the models based on
earlier data of the type II background and its crossover ne
to be revisited.
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